r17.3.1 Changelog

| r17.3.1 Release - 69360 |

Release day - 9 July 2020

Bugs

- [DSOF-13907] - Alt Arrow Expressions drop .axis in BTX
- [DSOF-14140] - No response sent for http requests with connection: closed set in header
- [DSOF-14150] - prevent [Track] tests which require AudioSystem from failing due to Subsystem issues
- [DSOF-14152] - Object Assignment: Selecting a quick select slot with "None" assigned causes Access Violation
- [DSOF-14157] - Resources API returns all private resource types (fields, metadata, etc)
- [DSOF-14159] - Unable to create a device recording
- [DSOF-14164] - Can't drag option / resource keyframes

Improvements

- [DSOF-14142] - Investigate node-red swagger plugin errors which occur when using our specs

Please contact support@disguise.one for feedback and issues